Title: MOBILE PHONE CASING

Abstract: A mobile phone casing (01,1), comprising the flat plate in rectangular shape with the round corner edges and the said flat plate (11) having the vertical strip (01) at its both sides along with the outer edges of the flat plate (11); the said flat plate (11) and the vertical strip (01) thickness is at least 0.3mm thickness; the said vertical strip(01) extended vertically on both sides of the said flat plate (11) with at least 5mm length; the said mobile phone casing (01,1) having at least one cover(s) (2,3,4) at back side; the said mobile phone casing (01,1) is made by the metallic carbon alloys material, which prevent carbon the passage of the mobile phone's electromagnetic radio wave's (20) radiation across through it. The said mobile phone casing (01,1) incorporated to protect the human body health from the mobile phone radio wave's radiation, while using.
before the expiration of the time limit for amending the claims and to be republished in the event of receipt of amendments (Rule 48.2(h))
MOBILE PHONE CASING

This invention relates to protect, prevent, restrict and reduce the radio wave's radiation effect to the human body in the field of Electromagnetic Spectrum and Radio Waves Communication technology to in the field of GSM(Global System for Mobile), WDCMA(Wideband Code Division Multiple Access), WIFI(Wireless Fidelity, Wireless Internet), GPRS(General Packet Radio Service), HSPA(High Speed Packet Access), High Speed Downlink Packet Access(HSDPA), GPS(Global Positioning System), High-Speed Circuit-Switched Data (HSCSD), Wireless Packet Data Transfer Technology, Universal Mobile Telecommunications Service (UMTS) users.

The Mobile Phone casing comprising the flat plate in rectangular shape with the round corner edges and the said flat plate having the vertical strip at its both sides along with the outer edges; the said flat plate support the fitment of the touch / display screen at one side and the mobile phone's printed circuit board at another side; the said flat plate have the covers at back side to protect the mobile phone's printed circuit board and the battery.

The known type of mobile phone casings are not anti-radiation effects.

The known type of the mobile phone casings are causing the serious effect on the human body.

The known type of the mobile casings is not having the separator between the display and the printed circuit board.

The known type of the mobile casings are not having the protection from the battery explosion while charging.

The drawback of the existing mobile casings is not stopping the radiation of the mobile- phone to the human body.

The drawback of the existing mobile casings are are, not having the anti-radiation protection.

The drawback of the existing mobile casings is not having the separate flat frame between the printed circuit board and the touch / display screen.

The drawback of the existing mobile casings are having the year speaker's output towards the human body, which effects the ear health.

It is an object of this invention to propose an inventive step in mobile phone casings to provide a mobile phone's anti-radiation.

It is an objective of this invention to propose an inventive step in mobile phone casings to provide an anti-radiation effects to the human body.

It is an objective of this invention to propose an inventive step in mobile phone casings to provide a human health from the mobile phone radiation effects.

It is an objective of this invention to propose an inventive step in mobile phone casings to provide an explosive preventer of the mobile phone batteries.
It is an objective of this invention to propose an inventive step in mobile phone
 casings to provide a shield for mobile phone radiation's effects to the human body.

It is an objective of this invention to propose an inventive step in mobile phone
casings to provide a shield to the human health from the mobile phone's radiation
effects.

It is an objective of this invention to propose an inventive step in mobile phone
casings to provide a shield to the human ear from the mobile phone's speaker output.

The said mobile phone casing(01,11) comprising the flat plate in rectangular shape
with the round corner edges and the said flat plate(11) having the vertical strip (01)
at its both sides along with the outer edges of the flat plate(11); the said flat plat(11)
and the vertical strip(01) is made by the metallic carbon alloys material, which
prevent the passage of the mobile phone's radiation across it: the said flat plat(11)
and the vertical strip(01) thickness is atleast 0.05mm thickness. The said verticals
trip (01) extended vertically on both sides of the said flat plate(11) with ateleast 5mm
length. The said flat plate(01) and the vertical strip(11) support the fitment and
position of the touch / display screen (18) at front side and the said printed circuit
board(16) on another side. The said mobile phone casing(01,11) having the atleast
one back cover(s) (2,3,4) to protect the mobile phone's printed circuit board(16) at
back side; and atleast one back cover to allows the transmission and receive of the
radio waves(20) from the mobile phone to service provider tower and vice versa, the
said mobile cover(s) (2,3,4) is made with the plastic to receive and transmit the radio
waves(20).

The said mobile phone casing(01,11) having the power on / off switch (7) made by
the metallic carbon alloys material, which prevent protect, restrict, stop, reduce the
passage of the mobile phone's radiations across through it. Also the said mobile
phone casing(01,11) having the volume increase / decrease button (8), made by the
based-metallic alloys material, which prevent the passage of the mobile phones
radio wave's radiations across and through it.

A ear speaker's (17) sound waves passage(12) is made in round edges infront of the
said mobile phone's ear speaker(s)(17) towards the front side of the said mobile
phone casing(01,11); the said sound wave passage (12) is in round "L" shape from
the edges of the said speaker(17) to the surface of the said touch / display(18) to
protect the human ear from direct sound wave effects, the said sound waves
passage is atleast 0.1 mm internal width.

The said mobile phone casing's (01,11) flat surface having atleast one hole with the
diameter of atleast 0.1 mm and also atleast one round(15) rectangular shape
holes(15) to passage of the cables, front camera(6), said sound waves passage(s)
(12), said switches(7,6).
Brief discussions of the working method of innovation:

The said mobile phone casing(01,11) is exclusively useful for the GSM or CDMA based technology to reduce the electromagnetic radio wave's radiation effects atleast 01%. The said mobile casing(01,11) will restrict, stops and absorbs the electromagnetic radio wave's radiation, which are effecting the human being's health while using the mobile phone. The said electromagnetic radio wave's radiation passage is restricted only at back side of the mobile phone, means, opposite direction of the said touch / display screen(18), to protect the human being health loss / ills effects from the the said electromagnetic radio wave's radiation, the said mobile phone unlocked by the selected & accessible finger(s) touch on the display/touch panel(18).

Fig 1. Shows the one of the example of the front-side and Left side view of the said mobile casing(01,11). The said mobile casing having the touch / display screen(18) at its front side, and the said power on / off switch(7) at sides. The said mobile casing(01,11) protect, prevent, restrict and reduce the radio wave's radiation effect to the human body in the field of Electromagnetic Spectrum and Radio Waves Communication technology.

Fig 2. Shows the one of the example of the back & left side view of the said mobile casing(01,11). The said mobile casing having the atleast one back cover(s)(2,3,4) to protect the mobile phone's printed circuit board(16) at back side; and atleast one back cover to allows the transmission and receive of the radio waves(20) from the mobile phone to service provider tower and vise versa, the said mobile cover(s) (2,3,4) is made with the plastic to receive and transmit the radio waves(20). The said volume increase and decrease switch (8) at side of the said mobile casing(01,11). The re-charging point(14), mic(13) and the head set connection point(19) are at bottom side.

Fig 3. Shows the one of the example of the mobile casing (01,11) without the touch / display screen(18); the said flat surface(11) is in rectangular shape with the round corner edges and the said flat plate(11) having the vertical strip (01) at its both sides along with the outer edges of the flat plate(11); the said flat plat(11) and the vertical strip(01) is made by the carbon based-metallic alloys material, which prevent the passage of the mobile phone radio wave's radiations across through it; the said flat plat(11) and the vertical strip(01) thickness is atleast 0.05mm thickness. The said verticals trip (01) extended vertically on both sides of the said flat plate(11) with atelast 5mm length. The said flat plate(11) and the verticals trip(01) support the fitment and position of the touch / display screen (18) at front side and the said printed circuit board(16) on another side.

The said mobile phone casing(1,11) having the power on / off switch (07) made by the metallic carbon alloys material, which protect, prevent, restrict, stop, reduce the passage of the mobile phone radio wave's radiations across through it. Also the said
mobile phone casing (01,1) having the volume increase / decrease button (8), made by the metallic carbon alloys material, which protect, prevent, restrict, stop, reduce the passage of the mobile phone radio wave's radiations across through it.

A ear speaker's (17) sound waves passage(12) is made in round edges infront of the said mobile phone's ear speaker(s)(17) towards the front side of the said mobile phone casing(01,1); the said sound wave passage(12) is in round "L" shape from the edges of the said speaker(17) to the surface of the said touch / display(18) to protect the human ear from direct sound wave effects, the said sound waves passage is atleast 0.1 mm internal width.

**Fig 4.** Shows the one of the example of the mobile casing (01,1) from back side view left side view with the covers(2,3,4) open position and the printed circuit board(16) also not fitted. The mobile casing (01,1) having the speaker's(17) sound passage(12), the cable holes(15), mic point(13), charging point(14). A ear speaker's (17) sound waves passage(12) is made in round edges infront of the said mobile phone's ear speaker(s)(17) towards the front side of the said mobile phone casing (01,1); the said sound wave passage (12) is in round "L" shape from the edges of the said speaker(17) to the surface of the said touch / display(18) to protect the human ear from direct sound wave effects, the said sound waves passage is atleast 0.1 mm internal width. The said mobile phone casing's (01,1) flat surface having atleast one hole with the diameter of atleast 0.1 mm and also atleast one round rectangular shape holes(12) to passage of the cables, front camera(6), said sound waves passage(s)(12), said switches(7,8).

**Fig 5.** Shows the one of the example of the mobile casing (01,1) from back side view. The said back cover(s)(2,3,4) are opened. The said mobile phone's casing (1,1), the said printed circuit board(16) is fitted.

**Fig 6.** Shows the one of the example of the mobile casing (01,1) restrict the movement of the said radio wave's(20) radiation only at back side of the said mobile casing(01,1) in the field of Electromagnetic Spectrum, Wireless Data Transferring Technology and Radio Waves Communication Technology.

The said mobile phone casing(01,1) incorporated to protect, prevent, restrict, stop and reduce the radio wave's radiation effect to the human body in the field of Electromagnetic Spectrum, Wireless Data Transferring Technology and Radio Waves Communication Technology.
I claim(s);
Claim 1: A mobile phone casing(01,11), comprising the flat plate in rectangular shape with the round corner edges and the said flat plate(11) having the vertical strip (01) at its both sides along with the outer edges of the flat plate(11); the said flat plate (11) and the vertical strip(01) thickness is atleast 0.05mm thickness; the said vertical strip (01,11) extended vertically on both sides of the said flat plate(11) with atleast 5mm length; the said mobile phone casing(01,11) having at least one cover(s)(2,3,4) at back side.

Claim 2: A mobile phone casing(01,11) according to claim 1, the said mobile phone casing(11) incorporated to fitment and position of the mobile phone's touch / display screen(18) at one side and mobile phone's said printed circuit board(16) at another side.

Claim 3: A mobile phone casing(01,11) according to claim 1 to 2, the said mobile phone casing(01,11) having the atleast one back cover(s) (2,3,4) to protect the mobile phone's printed circuit board(16) at back side.

Claim 4: A mobile phone casing(01,11) according to claim 1 to 3, the said mobile phone casing(01,11) is made by the metallic carbon alloys material, which incorporated to protect, prevent, restrict, stop and reduce the passage of the mobile phone's electromagnetic radio wave's(20) radiation across through it in the field of Electromagnetic Spectrum, Wireless Data Transferring Technology and Radio Waves Communication Technology.

Claim 5: A mobile phone casing(01,11) according to claim 1 to 4, the said mobile phone casing(01,11) incorporated to transmit and receive the radio waves(20) only from back side of the said mobile phone casing(01,11) to protect the human being health in the field of Electromagnetic Spectrum, Wireless Data Transferring Technology and Radio Waves Communication Technology.

Claim 6: A mobile phone casing(01,11) according to claim 1 to 5, the said mobile phone casing(01,11) incorporated to protect, prevent, restrict, stop and reduce the radio wave's(20) radiation effect to the human body in the field of Electromagnetic Spectrum, Wireless Data Transferring Technology and Radio Waves Communication Technology.
Claim 7: A mobile phone casing(01,11) according to claim 1 to 6, the said mobile phone casing(01,11) technology incorporated to protect, prevent, restrict, stop and reduce the said radio wave's(20) radiation atleast 01%.

Claim 8: A mobile phone casing (1,11) according to claim 1 to 7, the said mobile phone unlocked by the selected and accessible finger(s) touch on the display/touch panel(18).

Claim 9: A mobile phone casing(01,11) according to claim 1 to 8, the said mobile phone casing's(01,11) technology substantially as herein described with reference to the accompanying drawing's technology is incorporated to reduce the radio wave's (20) radiation atleast 01% by protect, prevent, restrict, stop and reduce the radio wave's radiation while utilising the GSM(Global System for Mobile), WDCMA(Wideband Code Division Multiple Access), WIFI(Wireless Fidelity, Wireless Internet), GPRS(General Packet Radio Service), HSPA(High Speed Packet Access), High Speed Downlink Packet Access(HSDPA), GPS(Global Positioning System), High-Speed Circuit-Switched Data (HSCSD), Universal Mobile Telecommunications Service (UMTS) and Wireless Packet Data Transfer Technology.

Claim 10: A mobile phone casing(01,11) according to claim 1 to 9, the said mobile phone casing's(01,11) innovated technology substantially as herein described with reference to the accompanying drawings.
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